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Summary of Our Prior Work on Censorship

What Could be the Goal?

1. Stop collective action

Implications: Social Media is Actionable!

Chinese leaders:
- measure criticism: to judge local officials
- censor: to stop events with collective action potential

Thus, we can use criticism & censorship to predict:
- Officials in trouble, likely to be replaced
- Policies that generate dissent (& interest of leaders)
- Government action outside the Internet
- Dissidents to be arrested; peace treaties to sign; emerging scandals
- Disagreements between central and local leaders
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Large, unstructured, messy data → systematized (hard to do!)

- 2,341 emails (covering 2013 & 2014)
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- 43,797 known 50c cent posts
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Identify 50c workers outside of Zhanggong
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- Number of social media posts in China: $>80.4 \times 10^9$
- Number of 50c Posts in Zhanggong: 154,216
- Number of 50c Posts in Jiangxi Province: 10.65 M
- Number of 50c Posts in China: 448 M
  - 53% on government sites (a noticeable proportion of all)
  - 47% on commercial sites (1 of every 178 posts)
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1. Qingming festival (April)
2. China Dream (May)
3. Shanshan riots (July)
4. 3rd plenum CCP 18th Congress (Nov)
5. Two meetings (Feb)
6. Urumqi rail explosion (May)
7. Gov’t forum, praise central subsidy (Jul–Aug)
8. Martyr’s Day (Oct)

Coordinated bursts, many for events with collective action potential. A clear measure of government intent.
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## Survey Validation of 50c Party Membership Predictions

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>50c Status</th>
<th>Origin</th>
<th>Percent Yes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Predicted 50c</td>
<td>Across China</td>
<td>59%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Known 50c</td>
<td>Leaked Zhanggong Archive</td>
<td>57%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Known &quot;Not&quot; 50c</td>
<td>Random sample</td>
<td>19%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The percent yes for the Predicted 50c status is significantly different from the known 50c status but not significantly different from the random sample status.
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The percent yes values for Predicted 50c, Known 50c, and Known “Not” 50c are 59%, 57%, and 19%, respectively. These are significantly different.
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Editorial: "Chinese society is generally in agreement regarding the necessity of 'public opinion guidance'"
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Supportive posts on (more representative) Weibo: 30%

Results indicate:
- Figures are accurate,
- The regime has a problem
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